FEM model for evaluating buttock tissue response under sitting load.
Development of a model for evaluating tissue compression during sitting has been hampered by limitation of implementing the anatomical and mechanical parameters of the various layers of tissue. This study proposes a new method to setup and validate a finite element model for buttock tissue to evaluate the tissue response under external sitting load. Multi-layer tissue deformation was measured with ultrasound imaging under simulated sitting load, applied and monitored through an indenter which integrates ultrasound probe and force/pressure sensors. Subject-specific FE model can then be setup and validated. Pilot test of this model revealed that the highest peak stress was found in the vicinity of the ischial tuberosity and the greatest deformation seen in the muscle layer. The authors conclude that this new method allows accurate multi-layer tissue deformation be obtained under close to real sitting load, therefore, provides a better way to evaluate tissue response to external sitting load for seated individuals in a true and subject-specific fashion, which may provide helpful information to improve the sitting comfort and prevent pressure ulcers in wheelchair bound individuals.